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PROGRAM 

Quartet in F Minor, Op. 95 " Serioso" 
Allegro con brio 
Allegretto rna non troppo 
Allegro assai vivace rna serioso 
Larghetto; Allegretto agitato 

Three Pieces for String Quartet 
Danse 
Excentrique 
Cantique 

Quartet in G minor, Op . 10 
Anirne et rres decide 
Assez vif et bien rythrne 
Andantino, doucernent expressif 
Tres rnodere - Tres rnouvernente et avec passion 

INTERMISSION 

Cello Quintet in C Major, Op. 163, D. ~ 
Allegro rna non troppo 
Adagio 
Scherzo: Presto; Trio: Andante sostenuto 
Allegretto 

Photographing md sound reco rding are prohibited. 
We further request th>t audible paging devices not be used during performances. 

Paging arrangements may be made with the ushers. 

If it is anticipated that tickets will not be used, subscribers are encouraged to turn them in for resale . 
This is a t:U ·deductibie donation. Call 285-5400 . 

~ 
The radio voice of Houston Friends of Music. 



PROGRAM NOTES 

Quartet in F Minor, Op. 95, "Serioso" 
Ludwig van Beethoven 

B eethoven's Op. 95 quartet is the only one he supplied with a sub-title, 
"Serioso," an obvious reference to the prevailingly somber mood of 

the piece. The composer's growing deafness, precarious health, frustration 
in love, financialinsecurity, and unhappy family life had combined to make 
him angry, bitter, and deeply despondent . 

Although extremely short, the "Serioso, " which Felix Mendelssohn 
called Beethoven's most characteristic work, is not a miniarure. It is a com
pressed, concentrated composition, highly integrated movement to move
ment, with an emotional range that far exceeds its limited size. Usually 
classified as one of the final works of Beethoven's middle period, many of 
its pages anticipate the exalted third period quartets that were to follow some 
fourteen years later. 

Beethoven began the quartet late in the summer of 1810, and finished 
it in October of that year. His dedication to Nikolaus von Zmeskall is signifi
cant, because it is the first quartet inscribed to a friend from the middle class 
rather than a noble patron. The work received its premiere in Vienna in May 
1814, played by the Schuppanzigh Quartet. 

The first movement, the shortest Beethoven ever wrote, lashes out with 
an angry, laconic phrase, played in unison by the entire quartet. Two fearures 
stand out: the five-note opening rum and the general descending and 
ascending contour. A suspenseful silence follows, after which the first violin 
whips up and down in forceful octave jumps. After briefly expar1ding the 
opening fragment, the quieter, rolling second theme is introduced by the 
viola and then picked up by the others. The violins state the tender third 
theme to complete the very concise, and not repeated, exposition. The short 
development, which opens in a fury based on the first theme, lea cis to a trun
cated recapirulation. The coda reaches a climax as the viola insistently repeats 
the opening five-note turn until, as though exhausted by the effort, it finally 
fades away. 

Beethoven relates the second movement to the first by starting at the 
same soft level as the other ended and by giving the introductory cello phrase 
the same falling-rising shape as the quartet opening, although minus its 
decorative turns. The first subject then enters, a warm cantabile melody over 
a sinuous, weaving accompaniment. After a full stop, the viola announces 
the second theme, which Beethoven treats as a fugato, passing it from part 
to part in imitation. The fugato section is interrupted for a reminder of the 
cello opening before continuing with even more complex fugal treatment 
of the viola melody, including the addition of a countermelody, shortening 
the gap between entrances and inverting the theme. An abbreviated restate
ment of the beginning section precedes the coda ending. 

The third movement continues without pause, starting with a figure 
drawn from both the rhythm of the octaves and the sudden, dramatic silences 
of the first movement. The roughness and strong propulsive energy pro
vide a sharp contrast to the comemplative mood that Beethoven has estab
lished. The middle section, resembling at once a solemn chorale and a grim 
march, is probably the source of the serloso in the movement and quartet 
titles . The lower instruments move along in grave block chords as the first 
violin weaves :1 decorative filligree around the measured tread. Beethoven 
then returns to the opening and finally provides brief glimpses of both parts 
before concluding the movement. 

The finale is related to the third movement by a slow introduction 
based on that movemem's opening rhythmic figure. To cominue the chain 
of imerconnections, the imroduction 's repeated last pair of notes is trans
formed into the head of the first subject of the ensuing Allegretto agitato. 
The first part of the theme is restless and anxious; the second part, weak 
and listless. In contrast, the following subject is blustery and violent, an evoca
tion of a thunderstorm with flashing bolts of lightning. Unremitting 
restlessness and nervous anxiety pervade the movement until nearly the very 
end. Then, in an abrupt change of mood, Beethoven speeds up the tempo, 
changes mode from minor to major, and ends with a gay conclusion that 
attests to the indomitability of the human spirit, no mauer how sorely tried 
by bad fortune. 

This is the sixth performance of this work on a Friends of Music Pro
gram. It was last played by tbe Tokyo Quartet in September 1993. 

Three Pieces for String Quartet 
Igor Stravinsky 

S travinsky composed the Three Pieces for String Quartet in 1914, in 
Sal van, Switzerland, one year after he completed his epochal ballet, Le 

Sacre du Printemps (Tbe Rite of Spring). Although the overall time of com
position was three months, the manuscript shows that the first piece was 
written in one day, April 26, the second also in one day, july 2, while the 
third took two days, july 25 and 26. The work marks a turning point be
tween the end of the rich style of composition characterized by Sacre and 
the first steps in a leaner, more austere direction. Stravinsly himself ob
served that the "Three Pieces" marked "an important change" in his music, 
and, indeed, over the following years his music developed the ideas that 
first appeared in these short pieces. 

Originally the Three Pieces did not have titles, just metronome mark· 
ings to indicate the tempo. Stravinsky added the titles, "Danse," " Excentri
que," and " Cantique" fifteen years later when he orchestrated all three and 
added one more to create his Four Etudes for Orchestra. The titles succinct
ly describe the three short parts , which are, in the words of Stravinsky ex
pert Eric Walter White, " really contrasting studied in popular, fantastic and 
liturgical moods. " 

The first and shortest piece, " Danse," has a chantlike melody consisting 
of just four notes that the first violin plays over and over again in varied 
rhythmic patterns. It represents a primitive folk dance style that was to 
become important in Stravinsky's later, so-called Russian pieces. Throughout 
this brief movement each instrument maintains a single, unique method of 
tone production: first violin uses the entire length of the bow; second violin 
plays with short strokes at the bouom (frog) of the bow; viola sustains one 
note ponticello (near the bridge), while plucking a note with the left hand; 
and cello plays a repeated(ostinato) figure pizzicato (plucked) throughout. 
This unconventional approach allows each instrumem to maintain its own 
distinct character and independence, with virtually no interaction between 
the four parts. 

" Excentrique" comes next. Stravinsky explained that it was "inspired 
... by the eccentric movements and postures of the great clown, Little Tick," 
whom he had seen at a circus in London. The music is fragmented into what 
the composer calls " jerky, spastic movement," but all in a joking, good
humored way. 

Much more serious is the third piece, "Cantique" ("Canticle"), which 
Stravinsky described as "choral and religious in character." Slowly and 
solemnly he intones a five-measure chant that uses only three notes (similar 
to the four-note repeated pattern in the first piece), and which is interrupted 
by two measure, faster-moving responses, until the music fades away with 
the viola 's fmal tones. 

The premiere of the Three Pieces for String Quartet was given in Paris 
on May 19, 1915. 

Tbis is tbe second performance of this work on a Friends of Music Pro
gram. II was last played by the Tokyo Quartet in April 1987. 

Quartet in G Minor, Op. 10 
Claude Debussy 

T he period around 1890 was a crucial time in Debussy's life. The com
poser had just returned to Paris after a two-year Prix de Rome resi

dency in Italy and was eager to rid himself of the restralnts of the academi
cians. One of the first works in which he struck a new artistic direction was 
the Quartet in G minor, which, along with "L 'A pres midi.d'un faune " from 
the same time, established what is called the Impressionist style in music. 
Its varied tonal effects, soulful beauty, and freedom of form and structure 
provide an excellent musical counterpart to the Impressionist paintings and 
Symbolist poetry of the time. 

The opening notes of the first movement are of overriding importance. 
They make up the germ, the melodic cell, from which the entire quartet un
folds and grows. This germinal motif is a rather rough-sounding motto; 
rhythmically complex and melodically convoluted, it zigzags back and forth 
within a comparatively limited tessitura. A distinguishing feature is the rapid 



three-note o rnamental fillip at the central turning point. 
Following the short motif and irs repetition, three o ther melodies are 

heard. They come between testaments of the motif, each time, though , in 
a slightly different form . The various themes, and especially the opening 
mono, are then heard in an imaginative procession o f transformed shapes 
and guises- now surging with great passion, now stated in stentorian splen
dor, now stretched and drawn out in length , now plaintively sung- until 
the movement races ro its climatic resolution. 

The second movement offers a profusion of sparkling ronal effects, led 
by the viola playing an obstinately repeated, quickened version of the motif. 
Above, beneath, and all around this ostinato figure , the other instruments 
furnish brilliant pizzicato flourishes and scintillating cross-rhythms. The cello 
brings this section to a close and establishes the murmuring accompaniment 
for the first violin playing the opening motif in leisurely augmentation. Sec
tions of new and derived melodic material follow , including a rhythmically 
attractive pizzicato passage in which the original mono is transformed into 
five-beat meter. Then, just as the cello seems tO be starting the murmuring 
accompaniment again, the movement fades away. 

After false starts by the second violin and viola, the third movement 
starts with the first violin softly singing a languid melody that rocks gently 
back and forth in pitch. The viola next seizes one fragment of the melody 
and expands it into a slightly faster theme. Another theme, also introduced 
bv the viola, includes the three-note figure o f the opening mono. It is 
;orked up tO an impassioned climax before a return of the quiet rocking 
theme brings the movement to a subdued conclusion. 

The introduction to the final movement, also hased on the original motif, 
continues the quiet mood. The music grows somewhat more animated as 
the cello starts a fuguelike passage, using a further transformation of the ger
minal motif. The fast part of the last movement then starts with a rapid, cluster
of-notes theme in the viola. From the final notes of this theme, Debussy spins 
out another melody . The shared notes of both themes become the accom
paniment fo r the motif, this time in grandiose elongation. A reminder of the 
opening theme of this movement leads to a coda and conclusion that pro
vide a final. exciting glimpse of the considerably altered germinal mono. 

Completed early in 1893, the quartet was dedicated to the Ysaye Quartet, 
which gave the first perform:mce in Paris on December 29, 1893. 

This is tbe sixth performance of tbis work on a Friends of Music Pro
gram. II was last played by /be Tokyo Quartet in May 1988. 

Cello Quintet inC Major, Op. 163 , D. 956 
Franz Schubert 

M usicologists have long wondered why Schubert chose tO add a cello 
to the basic string quartet in this, his sole string quintet; the prece

dent, established by Mozart and Beethoven, was for an extra viola. The ex
planation probably lies in the vastly expanded range of sonorities that 
Schubert is able to elicit from the two cellos, and which he exploits to the 
fullest , particul:lrly in his everchanging pairings and combinations of 
instruments. 

The quintet opens very simply. The four upper voices play a basic C 
major chord that swells from soft to loud and ends with a melodic exten
sion in the first violin. Schubert then repeats the entire phrase with the four 
lower voices playing a D minor chord -producing a magical transforma
tion of color and character, and serving notice that a most exciting musical 
journey is about to begin. The music grows more and more agitated until 
three ringing chords announce the appearance of the second theme, heard 
first as a duet for the two cellos. Schubert repeats and expands this exquisitely 
shaped melody until everyone jouns in a marchlike rhythmic unison, the 
third theme, which concludes with the exposition. The second and third 
themes furnish the motifs on which the spacious development section is 
based. After building to a climax that is orchestral in effect , the first violin 
starts a series of slow, deliberate arpeggios that hide the start of the recapitula
tion in the other instruments. The rather free recapitulation follows the general 
outline of the exposition, and the short coda whips itself into a frenzy before 
fading away to a gentle ending, capped by two chords. 

The principal subject of the Adagio combines sublime lyricism with 
dolorous Wesltscbmerz("universal weariness") in equal measure. This theme, 
which is played in rich hannonies by the three middle voices. moves so slowly 

that it seems suspended in time, isolated from all temporal concerns. Beneath 
it, the second cello supplies an underpinning of solemn pizzicato figures; 
above are the first violin's muted cries, heard in short fragments. The sec
tion closes with a second statement of the theme, shorter and softer than 
the first. With no warning, Schubert then unleashes a unique musical 
onslaught. The second violin and viola join in a convulsive syncopated pat
tern; the second cello stubbornly repeats its low-pitched growling and the 
first violin and first cello sing out a vaulting lyrical line that binds rogether 
these disparate elements. The middle section perseveres, fmding new strength 
when it seems tO falter, until finally it grows too weak. There ace long silences 
between the gasps of sound. The opening section then returns with the 
melody intact, but with decorative elaborations. Just before the end, there 
is a brief return of the fiery middle section, but the flame is quickly extinguish
ed, and the movement ends in quiet resignation. 

The Scherzo sweeps in like a fresh breath of country air dispelling the 
morose mood of the Adagio. The five players sound like a rough-and-ready 
rustic band playing a boisterous peasant dance. But the vigor and vitality 
do not last long; the mood alters from exultancy to hopelessness and despair 
as Schubert changes all the musical elements in the trio. The tempo goes 
from Presto ("very quick") to Andante ("sustained moderate speed"); the 
major key switches to minor; the triple meter changes to duple; . and the 
rhythmic melody is replaced by a wailing plaint. In what is surely the emo
tional high point of the piece, we glimpse the plight of the individual, victim 
of inexorable fate and inevitable death. Before things get maudlin, though. 
Schubert inserts a transition section, which reverts ro the opening of the 
Scherzo, the irresistable triumph of life and hope over despondencv and 
gloom. 

The finale is a stirring paean to the indomitability of the human spirit; 
after two movements of soul-searching and rorment, Schubert emerges 
hopeful and optimistic. The principal theme is a rollicking dance rune that 
seems to be of Hungarian origin. The equally positive subsidiary theme . 
though. is more suave and legato, slightly suggestive of Viennese cafe musiC. 
Falling between sonata and rondo form in organization, these two subjects 
provide the thematic frame-work for the last movement. Just in case there 
ace any lingering doubts as to the movement's meaning, Schubert twice picks 
up the tempo in the coda, making for a brilliant. exciting finish. 

Schubert composed the quintet in August and September 1828, com
pleting it just weeks before his death on November 18. In a letter of October 
2. he offerep it to a publisher, who refused. The premiere did not take place 
until 1850; publication had to wait three years beyond that. 

Tbis is tbe fourth performance of tbis work on a Friends of Music Pro
gram. It was last played by tbe Cuarteto Latinoamericano in October 1991 . 

Program Notes by Melvin Berger, from his Guide to Chamber Music (New 
York: Doubleday Anchor, 1990). 

The Emerson String Quartet 

F ounded in the Bicentennial year of 1976, the quartet took its name 
from the American poet and philosopher Ralph Waldo Emerson. They 

have since become a favorite of audiences in Houston and the rest of the 
world. Violinists Eugene Drucker and Philip Setzer, who alternate pl:iying 
the first violin parts, were founding members; violist Lawrence DuttOn joined 
the ensemble in 1977, and David Fincke! became cellist in 1979. Since then, 
the quartet has toured and recorded extensively, winning three Grammy 
Awards and Gramophone magazine 's Record of the Year award. They have 
also commissioned and premiered works by Richard Wernick, John Harbison, 
and Gunther Schuller, and just last month premiered Edgar Meyer's bass 
quintet, with the composer playing the bass. By the end of this season. the 
quartet will have performed in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Fran
cisco, Minneapolis, Boston, Philadelphia, Dallas, Denver, Pittsburgh, Seat
tle, and Vancouver. They will have also toured Germany, the Netherlands, 
Belgium, France, Switzerland, Austria, Australia, and New Zealand. 

Eugene Drucker plays a !686 violin by Antonio Stradivari, and Philip 
Setzer's violin is by the French maker Nicolas Lupot, dated 1793. Lawrence 
Dutton's viola was made in Milan in 1796 by Pietro Giovanni Mantegazza, 
and David Finckel's cello, also made in Milan, is by Giovanni Baptista 
Guadagnini, dated 1754. 


